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5 of 5 review helpful New Town thought provoking By Poiema I thoroughly enjoyed this work of Blamires He has a 
sense of wit and insight into the human nature that made it very readable and also very familiar As you read of the 
different characters in the book you will often find yourself thinking Why I know someone very much like this 
character After reading this I have begun to purchase other works by Blamires When Bernard Dayman falls asleep the 
nurse thinks he has died Bernard thinks so too until he opens his eyes and finds himself waiting for a bus on a street he 
had never traveled before Is this heaven No it s the decaying city of Old Town As Bernard begins to explore his new 
surroundings crumbling beneath him he soon realizes that he cannot stay After learning about the homes in New Town 
Bernard becomes determined to get there and along the way discovers a From Publishers Weekly Eighty nine year old 
Blamires who has written extensively on English literature and theology offers an offbeat allegory of heaven and earth 
It begins as Bernard Dayman lying on his deathbed drifts off into what he imagines is his fina 
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